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Top performance and fast changeovers result in 
maximum productivity
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Print jobs are becoming increasingly complex and only exceptional quality 

will do. The NOVOFLEX´´ gives you the tools to print these complex jobs at 

top speeds. With quick job changeovers, the NOVOFLEX´´ enables efficient 

and economical production of both long and short job runs.

The NOVOFLEX´´ was designed to achieve maximum productivity without 

compromising on consistency or quality. With the simple push of a button, 

sleeve changes are easy thanks innovative handling and easy access to 

print decks. 

W&H assistance and automation systems ensure easy and intuitive operation 

of the NOVOFLEX´´. Developed specifically for W&H presses, the systems 

offer unique functions to make press handling more intuitive. With minimal 

training, the operator can take advantage of the full potential of the press 

from the start. 

When investing in a new flexographic press, having an experienced partner 

you can trust, who understands your daily production needs, is invaluable. 

Tap into our experience and expertise in the flexible packaging market and 

let us help you find the solutions you need. Once your press is up and 

running, you can depend on our unmatched, worldwide service organization 

24/7/365.

To learn more about our comprehensive machine portfolio and 

worldwide service organization, visit www.wuh-group.de
Technical Specifications   

Color Decks  8 /10  8 /10

Print Width  1000/1270/1450 mm
 (39/50/57")

 1270/1450/1650 mm
 (50/57/65")

Repeat Length  800 mm (31,5")  1250 mm (49")

Speed  500/600 m/min.
 (1640/2000 ft/min.)

 500/600/800 m/min.
 (1640/2000/2600 ft/min.)
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Top Quality and Speeds for Every Job
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With its extremely rigid and robust construction, 

the NOVOFLEX´´ combines excellent print quality 

with productivity. Even extremely challenging, 

potentially bounce-inducing jobs, such as those 

with non-staggered plates with hard edges, can 

be printed at high speeds on the NOVOFLEX´´. 

The unique print quality at high speeds is a result 

of the optimized construction of the NOVOFLEX´´.

An new robust bearing design and improved spacing 

between the drive and operator side of the anilox 

and print cylinders guarantee minimal deflection and 

resistance against bounce stimulation.

Exceptional print quality for the most demanding jobsNOVOFLEX´´: Technology for exceptional productivity. 

A benefit of the satellite formation: consistent ink 

transfer across all color decks. Because of this, 

complex jobs can be printed at top speeds with 

less tuning of the inks and regardless of the sticky 

back tape used. With the robust construction and 

precise doctor blade system, only light pressure 

is required, which results in minimal wear to the 

anilox rollers.

The high-performance drying units on the 

NOVOFLEX´´ can be tailored to your production 

requirements. The between color and bridge 

dryers with variable air volumes are highly 

efficient and the unique TWIN-BLADE design of 

the dryer nozzles ensure additional effectiveness. 

The result: maximum performance with minimal 

energy consumption. 

A unique feature on this press is the satellite 

deck formation, a W&H hallmark, which ensures 

consistency across all decks.

The high-quality construction pays off quickly: 

Print your most complex and demanding jobs 

at top speeds with the NOVOFLEX´´.
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The industry’s quickest job changeovers
At the push of a button 

Short job lengths mean more job changeovers. Some see this as a challenge; 

at W&H, we see this as an opportunity. With easy handling and automation 

systems, job changes are quick and efficient on the NOVOFLEX´´. The printing 

unit is easy to access. For instance, between-color dryer piping has been 

rerouted outside of the printing unit. All printing unit components are now 

easily accessible for sleeve changes. To make the process even easier, a lift 

platform provides optimal and safe access to the upper format cylinders and 

anilox rolls.

Automatic bearings and sleeve push-out systems ensure ergonomic, fast 

and secure sleeve replacement. At the touch of a button, the bearings auto-

matically move to the job change position while the sleeves and adaptors are 

ejected for easy removal. This is especially helpful when changing complete 

jobs.

With the lift system, the NOVOFLEX´´ offers another 

option for the doctor blades: the entire doctor 

blade chamber can be removed from the machine, 

placed on the lift system and brought down to the 

ground – quickly and easily for the operator.

Top-quality printing requires high-performance 

inking and doctor blade system. Thanks to 

TURBOSEAL, our innovative doctor blade sealing 

system, seals have a longer life meaning less 

frequent replacement is necessary. This is true 

even when using abrasive inks at high speeds. 

Changing individual doctor blades is easily done 

on all W&H presses. The automatic chamber chain  

system on the NOVOFLEX´´ supports quick and 

reliable changes.

Another new feature is the lifting system on the 

print unit. All print decks, even the top ones, are 

ergonomically assessable.

Sleeve changes on the NOVOFLEX´´: quick, ergonomic, reliable. Every detail thought through: Quick and safe doctor blade 

changes on the NOVOFLEX´´.

Every detail thought through 
Innovative doctor blade system for increased 
productivity
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Defect-free production and high efficiency – with 
assistance and automation systems from W&H

The NOVOFLEX´´ can be equipped with the unique W&H trademarked 

automation and assistance systems. The benefit for you: An integrated 

view of the complete press that helps you optimize your print quality 

and productivity.

Using up to four monitors, the operator has a transparent overview of 

the job on press in real time. With these support systems, the press can 

be operated without a huge learning curve or expert knowledge.

The EASY modules from W&H support the operator during job changes. 

EASY-SET and EASY-REG provide automated setting and register setting 

of the print decks with quick job changeovers. With EASY-COL, inking and 

color corrections can be made easily on press. Savings on time and waste 

directly improve the end result of your production freeing up capacity for 

other print jobs.

VISION, the innovative quality control system from 

W&H, supports the press operator in achieving 

top quality print. Web monitoring, inspection, and 

defect analyses are tailored specifically for the print 

properties and technology of the NOVOFLEX´´. In 

this way, the VISION system detects abnormalities 

in the print and analyzes data from machine com-

ponents to provide suggestions for fixing the pro-

blem. VISION can be provided in modules based 

on your needs, from basic function to complex job 

analyses.

VISION-ZOOM offers the extremely high resolution 

images of the web. VISION-FULL offers additional 

information on the image provided from line scan 

cameras that detect defects in real time. The 

VISION-CHECK can also be integrated. With these 

modules, barcode check, 100 % defect detection, 

High resolution images are used for automatic setting and defect 

detection.

Handing of the NOVOFLEX´´: Intuitive, transparent, effective.

PDF comparison as well as color deviations can all 

be caught and corrected while the job is running.

Additional modules are available, for example 

monitoring of repeat lengths, monitoring of energy 

consumption and live monitoring of production and 

machine conditions.

With integrated assistance systems from W&H, 

you’re ready for the future! The integrated systems 

from W&H make it easy to look to your next 

projects.
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Save time, resources and materials
Sustainability and efficient inking and color changes

Inking and ink changes play an important role in 

maximizing the efficiency of a press. Especially 

with today’s increasingly short job runs. Quick job 

changeovers with minimal residual ink and solvent 

residue have never been more important.

TURBOCLEAN is the innovate inking and ink 

wash-up system from W&H – for the quickest ink 

changes, minimized ink and solvent consumption 

and excellent inking and wash-up results. 

Ink changes with TURBOCLEAN take less than 

4 minutes.

TURBOCLEAN ADVANCED is the diaphragm 

pump system. TURBOCLEAN ADVANCE E works 

with pulsation-free, electrically-driven orbital 

pumps. The benefit of this innovative technology: 

Scheduled maintenance is no longer required.

The optimal doctor blade chamber geometry and 

short ink supply lines on the NOVOFLEX´´ allow for 

a minimal amount of ink circulation and support 

the performance of TURBOCLEAN.

We’re convinced that flexible packaging solves several global problems, 

such as protecting food and products. No other form of packaging is as 

efficient. These positive contributions to society need to be strengthened 

with our innovations. And for that, the efficient use of resources and 

energy on our machinery is compulsory.

We are committed to the responsible development of flexible packaging. 

As a member of CEFLEX, the European initiative for a circular economy 

in the flexible packaging industry, we have partnered with several 

companies representing the entire value chain. Together we will work 

hard to improve the circular economy.

www.ceflex.eu

Outstanding features

High-performance printing decks for demanding applications X

Satellite arrangement of the printing decks X

Automatic roll-up doors for deck access X X

Operator side lifting platform with optimized access to CI X

Front-facing lifting platform for easy access to the color decks X

Sleeve nip roll prior to print unit 1 X X

Integrated EASY-SET impression setting system X X X X

Pusher for facilitating sleeve/anilox changes X X

Toolless doctor blade chamber sleeve/seal change X

TURBOCLEAN inking and wash-up system using minimal energy
and solvent use 

X X X

TURBOSEAL sealing system X X X

Integrated ink cooling X X

EASY-COL color matching system X X X X

Automatic doctor chamber clamping X X

TWIN-BLADE tunnel dryer  X X

Integrated treater X X

Integrated edge guides X X

Integrated web inspection and defect detection using matrix and 
line scan cameras

X X X

ISP integrated databank for press and production data X

Full web thread-up chain X X

Fully-automated roll changes at full press speed X X

Integrated Remote Service X X

Preventive Maintenance X X

24/7 – 365 service with engineers X X
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Digitization is changing production processes and automation

systems are playing a major role in successful production.

That’s why we at W&H have put digitalization and Industry 4.0 

at the center of our developments. At W&H, we call this 

"PACKAGING 4.0".

Packaging 4.0 already offers value-added solutions; take the 

VISION system as an example. This principle will remain integral 

to all developments in our R&D pipeline.

Our machines and their integrated systems have been designed 

so future innovations can be connected to them, so that 

you will be positioned to benefit from PACKAGING 4.0 in 

the future.

PACKAGING 4.0 READY
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Digitization is changing production processes and automation 

systems are playing a major role in successful production. 

That’s why we at W&H have put digitalization and Industry 4.0 

at the center of our developments. At W&H, we call this 

"PACKAGING 4.0".

Packaging 4.0 already offers value-added solutions; take the 

VISION system as an example. This principle will remain integral 

to all developments in our R&D pipeline.

Our machines and their integrated systems have been designed 

so future innovations can be connected to them, so that 

you will be positioned to benefit from PACKAGING 4.0 in 

the future.

PACKAGING 4.0 READY
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NOVOFLEX, MIRAFLEX, EASY-COL, EASY-REG, EASY-SET, PROCONTROL and TURBOCLEAN are trade marks of Windmöller & Hölscher KG registered in certain countries.

Stated information and pictures are for the sole purpose of general product description without specific guarantees. Binding information, especially relative to 
output and suitability of the product to specific applications can be made available solely in conjunction with specific inquiries.
A portion of the described offerings requires an extra cost.
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Innovative and reliable – W&H is your Partner 
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Windmöller & Hölscher KG
P.O. Box 1660 · 49516 Lengerich · Germany · Phone: +49 5481 14-0 
info@wuh-group.com · www.wuh-group.com

Digitization is changing production processes and automation 

systems are playing a major role in successful production. 

That’s why we at W&H have put digitalization and Industry 4.0 

at the center of our developments. At W&H, we call this 

"PACKAGING 4.0".

Packaging 4.0 already offers value-added solutions; take the 

VISION system as an example. This principle will remain integral 

to all developments in our R&D pipeline.

Our machines and their integrated systems have been designed 

so future innovations can be connected to them, so that 

you will be positioned to benefit from PACKAGING 4.0 in 

the future.

PACKAGING 4.0 READY

The most significant developments in flexographic printing 

came from Windmöller & Hölscher.

– The first cylinder press – OLYMPIA

– The first sleeve press – SOLOFLEX

– The first direct-drive CI press – NOVOFLEX

– The first inking and wash-up system – TURBOCLEAN

– The first impression setting system – EASY-SET

Since W&H opened its doors back in 1869, innovation has 

been the unequivocal key to success.

Passion for Innovation, our corporate motto, signifies our 

dedication to providing you with machinery and systems that 

produce exceptional quality and help you increase your profi-

tability while achieving a sustainably minimal use of energy 

and raw materials. Our decades of experience and "Passion 

for Innovation" give you security for your investment.

W&H headquarters in Germany




